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EARLY YEARS / LIFT-THE-FLAP BOOK

Claire Hartmann : +33 6 50 41 57 06 - claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

EARLY YEARS / BOARD BOOK

Claire Hartmann : +33 6 50 41 57 06 - claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

Ronron the midge
Ronron the midge, eco-king of compost!

Ronron the midge lives... in a dustbin! Young readers follow the daily life of the 
most endearing of midges who, unperturbed, reads, rides on his scooter and 
poops while his home fills with rubbish. But one day, Mouchelette announces her 
arrival: quick, everything must be cleaned! He picks up the broom and whooosh: 
into the compost, for his vegetable patch! Phew, just in time, someone at the 
door: welcome, Mouchelette! And here they are, dancing the night away in Ron-
ron's beautiful, squeaky clean bin-house!

➤ A book in the shape of a bin to tackle sorting the rubbish while having fun!

Benoît Charlat

My Rabbit Mio
A child dreams of having a rabbit in the house

If only I had a rabbit..., dreams the child in this lively lift-the-flap book. I would build 
him a house so that he might be safe, and I would give him lots of nice things to eat – 
even if he would eat it all far too fast and make lots of droppings... He would follow 
me everywhere... even to the toilet! The day would filled with cuddles, and all sorts 
of interesting things... and plenty of mischief! Yes, it would be good to have a rabbit... 
and even lots of them, so that he would have loads of friends!

➤ Following her book on cats, Sushi and Maki, Olivia Cosneau creates a vivid and 
playful portrait of one the cutest animal playmates: the rabbit!

➤ 16x16 cm | 16 p Board Book 
with flaps. | 12,50€ | 18 months +

February 2021

➤ 17x21 cm | 16 p Board Book  | 
12,90€ | 18 months +

June 2021

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in 1972 in Lille, Benoît Charlat lives in the South of France. He first worked in adverti-
sing as a copywriter and designer. He published more than 30 books for preschool children, 
in his ravishing, personal, comical, innocent style. Just like his drawings, he is spontaneous 
and deeply human.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Olivia Cosneau graduated from the Beaux-Arts School in Nantes, and has been working as a Child-
ren’s illustrator and textile designer for 20 years. She is particularly fond of nature and small bugs. 
She published Tu fais quoi ? with hélium and the series Ma Petite Nature with Amaterra. She lives 
and works in Nantes.

Backlist:

RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese

olivia cosneau
Backlist:

RIGHTS SOLD :  
Simplified Chinese
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A true game of hide and seek with children's favourite little rodent 

Géraldine Collet and her associate Olivia Cosneau lead us on the trail of the little red 
creature that all children look for in the trees: the squirrel! In his nest of leaves and 
twigs, on tree trunks or leaping from branch to branch, we follow the squirrel from au-
tumn to spring. We search with him for nuts, seeds, acorns or pine cones for his store, 
we rush headlong down tree trunks and discover the baby squirrels born that year, 
warm and snug in their nest…

➤ 16x16 cm | 16 p. Board Book with 
flaps. | 12,50 € | 18 months +

September 2020

➤ 22x22 cm | 32 p. Hardcover 
| 13,90 € | 18 months +

January 2021

Captain Bébé
A quirky and original approach to bedwetting, an unavoidable topic of 
early infancy

Every night, Captain Bébé dons his jumpsuit, boots, helmet – it's time for 
his rounds: "Everything alright, Mrs Baker, your dough hasn't risen too far?" 
"Any more trunk to unblock, Mr Elephant?" "No knots in your tail, Mr Snake?" 
Oh, but look, there's a fire at Mrs Giraffe's shop! Quick! Lucky that Captain 
Bébé is there with his fire hose to put it all out... And in the morning, it's the 
bed that's all wet!

Brice Postma Uzel

Alain Serge Dzotap 

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Alain Serge Dzotap was born in Cameroun in 1978 in Bafoussam, in a region called 
Bamiléké. The second among 10 siblings, he heard stories for the first time at school. 
Since then, he never stopped telling his own tales for children, writing poems and 
studies on children literature, animating writing workshops and performing public 
readings.

Brice Postma Uzel is a self-taught artist with many influences and interests: a collec-
tor of art books, he is a painter and illustrator of children's books, but also explores 
graphic design, screen printing, ceramics, photography, video, scenography, posters, 
advertising, and even teaches sculpture for Éducation nationale. He lives in Lorient, 
Brittany.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Géraldine Collet studied Contemporary History at the University and became a teacher. 
She worked as a Literature and History teacher for 14 years, in Seine Saint-Denis and Aisne, 
where she now is a full-time writer, with humour and energy. 

Olivia Cosneau graduated from the Beaux-Arts School in Nantes, and has been working as 
a Children’s illustrator and textile designer for 20 years. She is particulary fond of nature 
and small bugs. She published with Hélium and with Amaterra.

In the same series:

olivia cosneau

géraldine collet

Squirrel

New 
talent!
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Inspired by Toy Story, a book for the summer set in the land of toys!

Welcome to the land of beach toys, in the shoes of Piccolo, a tiny yellow duck. He 
dreams of being chosen by a loving child, who will hug him close and take him on 
wonderful adventures. But it's mainly the nasty girl who hangs around the seller's 
cart – and destroys the toys she buys, one after the other! The nice girl has noticed 
shy Piccolo at the back of the cart, but her big brother wouldn't listen. One day, the 
nasty girl buys Piccolo for a penny...

Piccolo

Angélique 
Villeneuve 

Amélie Videlo

➤ 21x28 cm | 32 p. Hardcover 
| 14,90 € | 3 years +

June 2020

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Angélique Villeneuve, who lived in India and Sweden, was born in 1965 in Paris, where she
still lives. Her texts are pure grace, as bookstores, librarians and readers qualify her work.
«Angélique Villeneuve’s texts are full of surprises, either visual, musical, emotional, and they
surround her characters with a very personal halo.» A very sensible writer, who now proposes
texts for the youngest. 

Amélie Videlo graduated from ESAG Penninghen School in Paris in 2008. She is an Art Di-
rector for her studio Oyster and Friends and illustrator of children’s books. Since 2013, she 
regularly works for children’s magazine from Milan and works with Sarbacane for gorgious 
picture books.

Backlist:

RIGHTS SOLD : 
Italian

RIGHTS SOLD : 
Italian

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Simon Priem was born in Roubaix. He travelled by bike through Asia, before returning to 
France to write poetry and stories. He is now a school teacher and involved in several orga-
nisations, including Les Clowns de l'Espoir. He lives in Lille.  

Born in Montréal in 1961, where he still lives, Stéphane Poulin is an immensely gifted illus-
trator, who has received numerous awards. He is a master of oil painting. He spent 5 years 
on Au pays de la mémoire blanche, then illustrated Bartleby the Scrivener (both published 
by Sarbacane). 

Sometimes, you get the feeling 
that nothing happens

An illuminating and gentle invitation to savour the little nothings that life is 
made of.

Sometimes, you get the feeling that nothing happens; time passes before our eyes, 
without hurrying... In the park, life hums and buzzes: a child sits there with a dog, 
lovers argue, an old lady scatters seeds for the pigeons... Suddenly the great dog 
escapes from the child and rushes to chase the pigeons, knocking over everything in 
its path! This little tornado leads to an encounter between the child and the old lady, 
resulting in a warm and generous exchange between the two. Nothing much, but one 
of those little nothings, which slips like a small gift into its "bag of precious nothings"!

Simon Priem 

Stéphane Poulin

➤ 29,7 × 23cm | 32 p. Hardcover | 15,90 € | 4 years + 
November  2020

Backlist:

RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified 
Chinese

RIGHTS SOLD : English 
(USA), Portuguese, Spanish, 
Simplified Chinese, Italian 



PICTURE BOOK

Claire Hartmann : +33 6 50 41 57 06 - claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

Extraordinary
When a child's imagination overtakes reality...

"For my tenth birthday, I have made an EXTRAORDINARY wish..." When his mo-
ther invites the young hero of this story to blow out the ten candles on his cake, 
she leads him to make a truly extraordinary wish: 10 is a very special age! So he 
shuts his eyes – and certainly doesn't adopt any half measures! Except when he 
wakes up the next day... dinosaurs! All over the garden! As frightened as he is 
astonished, the boy dreams of the punishment that awaits him, at least as big as 
the stegosaurus hidden behind the swing... How can he make these mega-ton 
monsters disappear? 

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
A graduate of the École Émile Cohl, Florian Pigé writes and illustrates children's books. 
His first book Tout là-haut was published by Éditions HongFei, followed by Chut (win-
ner of the Prix des Incorruptibles), Le secret du loup, the trilogy Si petit, si gourmand and 
Si curieux, and Bulle d'été, a highly personal book which won the Prix Landerneau de 
l'album in 2020. He lives in Lyons.

➤ 21x30 cm | 40 p. Hardcover 
| 16,00 € | 4  years +

February  2021

Florian Pigé
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New 
talent!

My Mishmash family
Family in all its beauty and unpredictable diversity: anything is possible!

It all began with Papi and Mamie, a man and a woman with black skin, who met 
one day, fell in love, mishmashed... And they had one, two and three beautiful 
children! At the same time, Papou and Mamita, a man with white skin and a 
woman with coffee-coloured skin also met, fell in love, and mishmashed... And, 
in their turn, had one, and then two beautiful children! Then they all grew, until 
two of the children from each of these families met, fell in love and mishma-
shed... And there you go, a new generation arrives, in the form of a new child! 
It is this very child who recounts the story of his family. He's waiting for a new 
arrival: a little sister! But what will she look like? Anything is possible when you 
mishmash! 

Aurélia Gaud

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Aurélia Gaud graduated from the Beaux-Arts in Bourges and the Arts Décos in Stras-
bourg. For fifteen years, she has worked as a graphic designer in publishing and au-
diovisual media (France 5, Arte...), as author-illustrator of children's books, and she 
teaches fine art in primary school. She is interested in papercutting, and likes to mix 
traditional and digital techniques to create her books. Ma famille méli-mêlée [My Mish-
mash Family] is her first collaboration with Sarbacane. She lives in Paris.

➤ 24× 30cm | 40 p. Hardcover 
| 15,90 € | 3 years +

January  2021

New 
talent!
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We never wonder why Little Red Riding Hood is red: that's because she's red with Anger!

The little girl is red: angry red. Because all the household chores fall on her shoulders, her father 
doesn't want her to go out, her brother makes fun of her and, worst of all, her mother never says 
anything about any of this.
One morning, she's asked to make some shortbread for her grandmother, who loves it: "And what 
about my brother? Why can't he make the shortbread?" He can take it to her. "And why can't I?" 
It's too dangerous, you might meet a wolf! But the little girl doesn't care: this time, she's turned 
scarlet. The wolf had better watch out, and keep away from the red rebel's huge anger!

Little Red Fury

Victoria 
Dorche

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Born in Lyon in 1970, Raphaële Frier spent her childhood near Bordeaux and still lives near the sea, in Mar-
seille. She began writing picture books and novels for children and teenagers over ten years ago. In 2018, she 
won the “Pépite d’or” prize at the Montreuil Book Fair with Julien Martinière for Le tracas de Blaise. 

Victoria Dorche was born in 1974. At school she chose to study applied arts, and tapestry in particular, 
and went on to study illustration at the École de Condé. She then travelled extensively, sending painted 
postcards to her followers on Instagram from India or other parts of the world. Her first book, Calamity 
Jeanne, was published by Hélium in 2019. She also trained in naturopathy in Paris, where she lives.

Raphaële  
Frier 

By the same author:

➤ 23,5 x 31,5 cm| 40 p. Hardcover 
| 15,90 € | 4  years +

February  2021

New 
talent!

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Born in Issy-les-Moulineaux in 1989, Hugo Zaorski graduated with a master’s in public internatio-
nal law and then went travelling, mainly in Japan, before deciding to become a chef. He works at the 
gourmet restaurant “Elements” in Bidart, in the French Basque country. He published a collection of 
short stories in 2015.

Born in Paris in 1990, Claire Zaorski, a graduate from the Ecole d’Arts Décoratifs (decorative arts 
school) in Paris, is now an interior designer. She works for an architecture practice in Biarritz. This 
is her and her husband Hugo’s first picture book.

Alice and Alex
An unsual love at first sight... quite simply chic!

Alice and Alex, two young people passionate about beautiful clothes, happen to meet one 
day at the dressmakers, where they have gone to order a new summer outfit. An unfamiliar 
problem takes hold of them. The days go by. Not understanding what is happening, they 
can't sleep, they're on fire, they blush and attract disaster, in parallel stories in symmetrical 
drawings that enable the reader to share the feelings of both. Their respective visits to the 
doctor set the record straight: a nasty cold? No, a case of love at first sight!
From that moment onwards, all they can think about is their next visit to the dressmaker. A 
chance to see each other again and to declare their passion? 

Claire Zaorski 

Hugo Zaorski 

➤ 27x33 cm | 48 p. Hardcover | 
16,50 € | 5 years + 
September  2020

Backlist:



PICTURE BOOK PICTURE BOOK

Claire Hartmann : +33 6 50 41 57 06 - claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net Claire Hartmann : +33 6 50 41 57 06 - claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

Odette dances tap
A vivacious text on the perception of others and the importance of identity 
in accepting who you are

Odette is seven years old and loves sweets, chocolates, chips and muffins. When 
she's alone, she puts on some music and tap dances in her bee costume. But 
Odette would like to be like the other girls in her class: slim and beautiful... like 
Sauterelle, the heroine created by Léo Davide, her favourite author. If she were 
slim, everyone would like her, wouldn't they? One day, there's a big event at 
school: Léo Davide is coming to visit her class! But when he comes through the 
door, what a surprise : Léo Davide is... a woman! And she's HUGE!

Clothilde 
Delacroix

➤ 21x28 cm | 32 p. Hardcover 
| 14,90 € | 5 years +

August 2020

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Davide Cali is a very talented Italian author, born in Switzerland in 1972 and now living 
near Genoa. Sarbacane discovered him in 2005 and has published many books from 
him since them. His writing is both very funny and humanistic, and he has a quirky 
and unique way to construct stories. He teaches Comics, writes for Art 
magazines, organizes exhibitions and plays Rock’n’Roll. He 
received the most prestigious French Picture Book Award 
(Baobab Prize) in 2005 for Moi j’attends, illustrated by 
Serge Bloch. 

Born in 1977, Clothilde Delacroix studied 
drawing with passion after high school. She
now masters her illustrations, which are full 
of humour. Her blog is very popular on so-
cial networks. She lives near Paris.

davide cali 

By the same author:

By the same illustrator:

RIGHTS SOLD : Simplified Chinese

RIGHTS SOLD : 
Complex & Simplified Chinese, 
Korean, German, Portuguese, 
Spanish, English (USA), Italian

Once upon a time there was a beautiful princess who was called Barbichette...

... well, not as beautiful as all that, according to the criteria in vogue at Court: she had 
a long curly whisker on her chin, blue as the beard of her famous deceased father. She 
had learned to live with it – it was even good company – she twirled it while she was 
thinking, she tickled herself with it to make herself laugh, and used it as dental floss 
when food got stuck in her teeth!
But Barbichette is going to be 7, and she must make her entry into the world. Under 
a veil of secrecy, her mother summons the best barbers in the kingdom to the castle: 
Sire Rasibus, who treats her like a monster, greedy Couparas, who wants to turn her 
into a circus attraction - and the terrible Attila with his completely outrageous lan-
guage. But the whisker stays firmly put...

Barbichette

Claire Renaud 

Héloïse Solt

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Claire Renaud was born in Paris. She graduated in Philosophy and is a Children’s Book editor 
at Fleurus. She started writing for children (Victor et Philomène, L’École des Loisirs, 2012), and 
adults (Déboutonnage, Stock, 2010, Nous aurons des lits pleins d’odeurs légères, Les Escales, 
2017). She writes for Sarbacane both for Middle Grade and Teenagers. 

Héloïse Solt graduated from the Émile Cohl School in animation. Her first short film, 
L'homme au parapluie (The Man with the Umbrella) was based on a novel by Roald Dahl, 
whose influence is visible in her sharp and biting line. She has illustrated many children's 
books and novels, while continuing to work in animation. She lives in Paris.

➤ 24,5x30 cm | 32 p. Hardcover 
| 15,90 € | 5  years +

September 2020

New 
talent!
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The Children of Thunder
1. Flashes in the Valley 

A lively and wacky new series: Apache adventures in the age of smartphones!

But what are Wild Cloud and Blue Tornado doing at this time of the day, galloping 
along the Faraway Valley? Their teacher, Harmony, has shut the school, in despair 
at seeing the entire village asleep in front of their screens... texteLuckily, Wise Bear, 
their adoptive grandfather, the old motorbiking witchdoctor with supernatural 
powers, has the recipe to wake them all: climb to the summit of the Broken Tooth 
mountain to bring back the tail of a blue lizard... and then let a storm rip!

Guillaume 
Guéraud 

Laurent 
Audouin

➤ 21,5 x 24,5 cm | 56 p. Hardcover | 
14,90 € | 6 years +

January 2021

The author,  
Guillaume Guéraud :

The illustrator,  
Laurent Audouin :

"I've always dreamed of a galloping wildly 
and releasing tornadoes. But I am not as 

powerful as an Apache. So I asked Laurent 
Audouin to accompany me because his 
crayons are sharper than arrows".

"Heroes bursting with life, 
scenery never yet explored, 
wild rides and Guillaume's 
mischief: how could I resist 

such a project?"

Forthcoming:
2. The zombi Bison
3. A penguin among the cactuses

NEW SERIES!

A hundred million miracles
A funny and poetic inventory of the secrets of nature and the universe!

Did you know that you have as many hairs on your head as there are horses in Bulga-
ria, galloping at full speed? That everyone has 7 doubles? That there are more stars in 
the sky than grains of sand on all the beaches and in all the deserts in the world? Or... 
that there is a little bit of gold in every human being? Yes, gold! It's a pity that man is 
often unaware of just how precious he is...

François David 

Anne-Hélène  
Dubray

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Author, poet, publisher (Motus), in 30 years François David has published over 150 books 
and novels for children, including a dozen with Sarbacane, winning numerous awards. Rea-
ding remains a real joy, a special moment that must be offered to children to help them "to 
discover little by little, patiently, freely, their own inner guide". He lives near Cherbourg.

Anne-Hélène Dubray graduated from the Beaux-Arts in Tours. Originally a graphic designer 
and a teacher in Paris, she now devotes her time to illustration. She has written and illus-
trated several books published by Éditions de la Martinière and L'Agrume, including L'alpha-
bet cocasse illustré, which won the Prix Révélation Livre Jeunesse in 2019, and Les Farceurs, 
which won a Ragazzi Award at the Bologna International Book Fair in 2017.

➤ 25,5 × 37cm | 40 p. Hardcover 
| 18,00 € | 5 years +

October  2020

New 
talent!
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Marie-Verte
Marie-Verte's skin is green, even bright green, the colour of a lawn…

Marie-Verte was born with green skin. At first, her parents, Mr and Mrs Thingum-
myjig, were a bit upset, but they soon got used to it and loved Marie-Verte with all 
their hearts... and with good reason, she was the best! At school, the same refrain, her 
companions found her repellent at first – a girl as green as spinach, what a nightmare! 
– before looking at reality : Marie-Verte shared her snacks, her dictations and, every 
year, she was the carnival queen!
But Marie-Verte felt very lonely: did someone, somewhere really look like her? Then 
she learnt of the existence of a mysterious green-skinned tribe on the other side of 
the world... That was it: Marie-Verte packed her bag and off she went to seek her real 
family: heading for the jungle of Tikunus (*Lilbarebums) !

Émilie  
Chazerand 

Marion Arbona

➤ 22x29 cm | 40 p. Hardcover | 
15,90 € |  6 years +

April 2021

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Émilie Chazerand lives near Strasbourg, when she was found «in a packet of noodles» in 1983. 
She is an intensive reader since she was a child. She became a nurse, then started writing articles 
on books, and, little by little, books have become the most important thing in her life... with her 
two little girls and her three dogs (or the other way around). She published several picture books 
and novels with Sarbacane. 

After graduating in animation at the Arts Déco in Paris, Marion Arbona now devotes her time to 
illustrating children's books. Winner of several illustration awards in the United States and Cana-
da where she lived for ten years, she has published several dozen books, notably for Alice Éditions, 
where she cut her professional teeth... She lives near Paris.

WORK IN PROGRESS

By the same author:

RIGHTS SOLD : 
Italian

New 
talent!

Stone Curls
Did you know that statues' hair can grow too?

It was the child, observer and poet, who crossed the park every day to visit her sick uncle, 
who noticed it... She tells her uncle about the secret life of these statues whose fur and 
hair grows elegantly, never shaggy, in delicate curls... But this spring, it's all going horribly 
wrong. It looks as though the Cherubs on the fountain are going to form a rock band, the 
three Graces near the kiosk can no longer see anything as their fringes reach to their chins, 
and the faun near the roundabout looks like an enormous woolly sheep. A woman in the 
park is shocked: but what's the hairdresser up to? A hairdresser for statues?! But who is 
he? And why doesn't he come anymore with his file and his stone chisel...?

➤ The first encounter between two of the great names in children's literature in a 
deliciously amusing album!

Clémentine  
Beauvais 

Max Ducos

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Clémentine Beauvais was born and raised in France, and is currently a 
lecturer in English
and Education at the University of York (UK). At only 30, she has already 
published more than 15 books, amongst which La Pouilleuse, Comme des 
images, and the multi-awarded, best-selling Les Petites Reines with Sarba-
cane. She also writes in English for prestigious publishers such as Bloosm-
bury and Hodder Children’s Books. Clémentine Beauvais is one of the most 
promising young talent in France.

Max Ducos was born in 1979 in Bordeaux, where he has been living since. 
In 2006, just after graduating from the Arts Déco in Paris (illustration sec-
tion), he publishes his first children’s book, Jeu de piste à Volubilis. Its suc-
cess supersedes his expectations and encourages him to continue on this 
track. For this multi-awarded author, picture books offers the right media 
between painting and cinema. He has exhibitions in Bologna, Paris and Ar-
cachon near Bordeaux.

➤ 12,5x31,5 cm | 32p. Hardcover | 
15,90 € | 6 years +

March 2021

By the same illustrator:

RIGHTS SOLD : 
Simplified Chinese, Korean

WORK IN PROGRESS



NON FICTION BOOK

Claire Hartmann : +33 6 50 41 57 06 - claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

Serenella  
Quarello 

Julie Colombet

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Born in Italy, Serenella Quarello studied languages (Spanish and Romanian) and then decided 
to teach them. At the same time, she runs a theatre company, became a translator and writes 
books for children. The wombat is her first book to be published by Sarbacane.

Julie Colombet lives and works in Lyon. She was born in Saint-Etienne in 1983. From childhood 
interested in drawing and painting, she studied at the Beaux-Arts in Lyon. She often uses hu-
manized animals in her stories, that experience ordinary situations with lightness and derision.
This ensured notably the success of her Bestiaire des grands et des petits.

Wombat, Superhero
Which animal is, at one and the same time, a judo player, architect, stonemason 
and firefighter? The wombat, a true, furry superhero!

The wombat is an Australian mammal belonging to the marsupial family that is absolu-
tely amazing! Little known, and threatened by ecological disasters and man's interven-
tions in his territory, he nevertheless conceals many surprises. So, did you know that a 
wombat has square poo? That he spends most of his time in his burrow asleep, or run-
ning at dusk to find his favourite plant, the "poa"? During Australia's great bushfires, this 
solitary creature became a superhero: he welcomed into his den animals endangered by 
the fires! This amusing documentary teeming with information tells you everything you 
need to know about this endearing, unsual and unsung superhero!

➤ 22,5x30 cm | 40 p. Hardcover 
| 16,50 € | 5 years +

April  2021

By the same  illustrator:

RIGHTS SOLD : 
Bulgarian

NON FICTION BOOK

Claire Hartmann : +33 6 50 41 57 06 - claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

Permacity:  
City of my dreams

A full and lively docufiction on permacities, the autonomous, ecological and.... totally fascinating 
towns of the future!

The big day has arrived: Camille and her/his family (as no gender marker is used in the text) are 
moving to a "permacity", an ecological neighbourhood! But Camille is sulking and to make matters 
worse, Imhotep the cat is about to escape! While chasing him through this funny town where the 
houses are built one on top of the other, and where nature rules, Camille discovers this autono-
mous, ecological town of the future, which holds so many unexpected and exciting surprises!
Through the child’s encounters, young readers explore the bioclimatic houses, greenhouses and 
roof gardens, or public phyto-purification...

This lively documentary is bursting with information about this extraordinary utopia, built solely on 
ideas that have already been implemented in the world. A reason to give children (and their parents!) a 
little hope and lots of ideas for inventing the cities of the future!
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Olivier 
Dain Belmont 

Fachri Maulana

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
A graduate in architecture at INSA in Strasbourg and ENSTIB in Épinal, Olivier Dain Belmont is par-
ticularly interested in urban utopias and ethical and ecological architecture. Author of an essay on the 
Permacity published by Cosmografia (Continuer 
la ville différemment, une proposition illustrée), he 
decided to adapt it for children in Permacité: la 
cité de mes rêves. He lives in Lyon.

Fachri Maulana initially studied architecture in 
Bandung, Indonesia. Then in 2017, he changed 
direction and enrolled at the Émile Cohl School in 
Lyon.  He graduated in multimedia design, and pu-
blished a children's book with Éditions Extrapage. 
Permacité: la cité de mes rêves marks his first collabo-
ration with Sarbacane.

➤ 23x32 cm | 48 p. Hardcover 
| 16,90 € | 7 years +
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Backlist

A vibrAnt series 
of beAutifully 

illustrAted clAssics 
in big formAt!

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll  
and Mr. Hyde
STEVENSON Robert Louis /  
QUARELLO Maurizio

➤ 26 x 37,5 cm | 96 p. 
| 23,50 € | 10 years +

The Call of the Wild
LONDON Jack / QUARELLO Maurizio

➤ 26 x 37,5 cm | 96 p. 
| 23,50 € | Dès 10 ans

Moby Dick
MELVILLE Herman / LOMAEV Anton

➤ 26 x 37,5 cm | 168 p. 
| 29,90 € | Dès 10 ans

The Wolf Hunters
CURWOOD James Oliver / LOMAEV Anton

➤ 26 x 37,2 cm | 112 p. 
| Couverture avec or à chaud 
| 25,00 € | Dès 10 ans

The investigations of Sherlock Holmes 
The man with the twisted lip
CONAN DOYLE Arthur / LOMAEV Anton

➤ 26 x 37,2 cm | 64 p. | 22,00 €  
| Dès 10 ans

RIGHTS SOLD :  
English (World), Simplified
Chinese, Russian

RIGHTS SOLD :  
Simplified Chinese, Spanish

The Boy who wanted to become  
a Human Being
RIEL Jørn / ESPIÉ Christel

➤ 22 x 32 cm | 192 p. 
| 25,00 € | Dès 10 ans

RIGHTS SOLD :  
Simplified Chinese

Tom Sawyer Detective
TWAIN Mark / ESPIÉ Christel 

➤ 22 x 32 cm | 96 p. 
| 19,90 € | Dès 10 ans

New format

RIGHTS SOLD :  
Simplified Chinese

The Queen of Spades
POUCHKINE Alexandre / BOGO Hugo

➤ 26 x 37,5 cm | 64 p. 
| 19,90 € | Dès 10 ans

RIGHTS SOLD :  
Simplified Chinese

Bartleby, the Scrivener
MELVILLE Herman / POULIN Stéphane

➤ 26 x 37,5 cm | 64 p. 
| 22,00 € | Dès 10 ans

RIGHTS SOLD :  
Simplified Chinese,  
German, Spanish

RIGHTS SOLD :  
Simplified Chinese, Italian

Two Investigations of Sherlock Holmes
The Adventure of the Speckled Band  
and The Adventure of the Beryl Coronet
CONAN DOYLE Arthur / ESPIÉ Christel

➤ 22 x 32 cm | 128 p. 
| 25,00 € | Dès 10 ans

RIGHTS SOLD :  
Simplified Chinese, Italian

ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS

Claire Hartmann : +33 6 50 41 57 06 - claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 
Anton Lomaev was born in Vitebsk, Belarus. In 1992, he joined the Academy of Fine Arts in 
St. Petersburg, where he lives. He is a member of the prestigious union of Russian painters 
since 2000. He has illustrated traditional tales, but also the famous Redwall series by Brian 
Jacques. His exceptional mastery of drawing and color, worthy of
classical painters, has done wonders with his splendid Moby Dick, published in 2017
by Sarbacane.

The Investigations of Sherlock Holmes: 
The man with the twisted lip

One of Conan Doyle's most celebrated novels, illustrated by a master of drawing!

On a warm summer's evening, Watson infiltrates London's seedy neighbourhoods in 
search of a man in distress - and stumbles upon Sherlock Holmes in the guise of an old 
debaucher. This marks the beginning of a fascinating investigation that will lead the 
famous pair from the comfortable salons of a beautiful country house near London, to 
the damp and dark cell of a local police station. Everyone will play a role to deceive. 
But the great Sherlock Holmes will succeed in unravelling the threads of the plot, in 
a witty finale!

Arthur 
Conan Doyle 

Anton Lomaev

➤ 26 × 37,2 cm | 64 p. Hardcover 
| 22,00 € | 10 years +

October  2020

By the same  illustrator:

New 
title!
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ÉDITIONS SARBACANE 
35, rue d’Hauteville

75010 Paris - FRANCE

[t] 01 42 46 24 02

www.editions-sarbacane.com

   editionssarbacane

Founded in 2003, Sarbacane is a French Publisher 
specialized in the creation of picture books, middle grade 

and young adult fiction, comics and graphic novels. 

Our endless desire : bringing you quality texts and stories,  
engaging topics, wonderful images to embrace the world  

and vibrate in a thousand ways. 

Dive into our books, love them and have them loved by others! 


